Portable Instrument Stand
p/n: SP62-801

Product Features:
•	Simplified, expandable accessory approach
			 			 			 			 			 			 			 -

No tools for installing or removing instrument (approx. 30 seconds) 		
Single design, compatible with the SP Series and 962/964 instruments 		
Vertical or horizontal sample plane orientation (dead bug)
Removable dampened sample arm
Adjustable sample support shelf
Can be secured to bench or desk top
Open sample preview capability

• Replaces DRS-80 Benchtop Stand for SP Series and 962/964
• Availability: Released/available

Dimensions:
W 7 1/4” (18.42 cm), L 10” (25.4 cm),
H 10 3/4” (27.31 cm)
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p/n: SP62-801 with SP62

3.

Open the sample arm to the fully open position.

4.

Using your thumbs, push in the two pins on the front of
the cell holder.

5.

Insert the bottom of the pins into the slots on the upper
stand bracket.
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Portable Instrument Stand Sample Holders

Verify that the Hellma cell and the cell holder are clean.

p/n: SP62-802 Powder Cell Holder
7. Place the material to be measured in the Hellma cell.
p/n: SP62-803 Liquid Cell Holder

Position the bench stand with the calibrated instrument
attached in the down position.
8. Carefully position the Hellma cell into the cell holder.

Product Features:

Open the sample arm to the fully open position.

• Sample holders compatible with the new SP stand (SP62-801).
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Carefully position the Hellma cell into the cell holder.

o the fully open position.

6.

Slide the liquid cell holder down until it stops.

7.

Carefully fill the liquid cell with the sample liquid until the liquid is approximately
eight millimeters from the top of the cell.

8.

Press the liquid cell lid onto the top of the liquid cell until the lid flange rests against
the cell. If there is any liquid spilled on the sides of the liquid cell, wipe it off with a
clean cloth.
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